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Description:: Shark Tooth is a heavy duty rubber mat for floors that need protection or buffering.  

It is designed as a floor armor mat for use in industrial, pet-care, and fitness 

applications. This rubber mat can protect floors from damage usually caused by the 

impact from dropping barbells, industrial equipment, or to protect the equipment 

from an inhospitable concrete floor.  The rubber mats have cushioning features that 

protect parts and sub-floors from dings, scuffs, and other damage. The 3/4 inch thick 

rubber provides superior wear life compared to thinner or other lighter-duty matting.  

Material:  83% Post-Consumer Recycled Rubber Content 

Size:  4ft x 6ft  

3ft x 4ft  

2ft x 3ft  

Thickness:  3/4 inch 

Color:  Black  

Weight:  4.0lbs/Sqr ft 

Surface:  Flat on one side, Mesh texture (anti-skid) on the reverse.  

Hardness:  60 Shore A Nominal 

Applications:  Anti-Fatigue, Assembly Lines, Cardio Decks, Dog Kennel Mats, Floor Protection, 

Garages, Golf Course, Heavy Duty Outdoor Application, Heavy-Duty Rubber Mat, 

Ground Protection Mat, Ice Rinks, Industrial Rubber Flooring, Laundry Rooms, 

Locker Rooms, Livestock Trailer Flooring, Pet Care, Pothole Reduction, Protection, 

Ski Lodges, Spike Protection, Storage, Thick Treadmill Mat, Warehouses, Weight 

Rooms. 

Resilience: Anti-Fatigue qualities found naturally in rubber are further enhanced by a space age 

polymer binder used during manufacturing.  Each mat is fabricated from thousands of 

rubber granules and offers superior underfoot comfort and resilience.  

Installation: Shark Tooth is a mat and is recommended for installation in spots rather than as an 

all-over flooring product. Permanent installation of this product is not necessary or 

recommended, since the weight of the mat (100 lbs. in a 4ft x 6ft) is usually more 

than sufficient to keep itself in place. This way the product remains portable and may 

be moved or rearranged whenever necessary or desired. 

Indoor /  Outdoor: The high content of EPDM, a UV stable elastomer, in Shark Tooth makes this 

product idea for indoor and outdoor applications.  

Cleaning: This mat can be cleaned using any everyday household cleansers or cleaning 

implements. Indoor cleaning involves a broom, damp mop, or a vacuum. For outdoor 

applications, a water hose, leaf blower or broom is sufficient. If desired, a mild 

detergent can be used to sanitize the surface.  

Made in the USA: Unlike most other matting, this is a 100% domestic product made in the United 

States. 

Recycled Tile: Shark Tooth is a “Green” rubber mat as it is made from recycled tires.  This helps to 

reduce the stockpiles of waste tires mounting in our domestic dump sites. 

Availability: Shark Tooth is always in stock and will generally ship within 24 hours.  

California Prop 65:  
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - 

www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 
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